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This is the Mount's 40th anniversary, remembering the 1925 college

founding at St. Mary's Academy in Los Angeles and the present 1965

Brentwood opening of the Mount's Humanities Building. In some of the

poems written in tribute, there is a motion— the rush swooping of birds and

soaring of towers. Yet the predominant touch is stillness.

The Mount atmosphere is known for its stillness. But there is by no

means only that. The Mount is in the middle of the down and up move-

ment with its hill-home above Los Angeles and with the tower above the

campus. But the movement is in ever present fluctuations between

people's happiness and sorrow as well as in architecture.

This WESTWORDS follows that movement-it swoops from a dog's

death and soars to a happy youngster with her cat, Lucifer. Yet in the

centre pages, poems bring these emotions quietly together, to a middle

point that momentarily leaves soaring aspirations and the city rush below
to reflect upon the Mount, with 40 years of growth, as a middle point of

stillness.

K.K.
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Jacqueline Farber also graduated in May.

Joyce Farinella planned her marriage this summer.
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Kathryn Kenyon listens to all kinds of music, but especially the Russian
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Thea Liston's favorite color is orange; she often puts it in her poetry.

Jeffreen Lockwood is the new Sophomore Class Secretary.



Michelle Lundborg plans to see Europe after graduating.

Maryhelen Manion mixes her chemistry with biology.

Virginia McCormack favors an English major.

Brigid Najera already has her B.A.

Nelly Penaloza is from Lima, Peru.

Rosemary Peters, a nurse, is in the Sophomore Honors Seminar.

Carol Regal is also a member of the Sophomore Honors Seminar.

Mary Rolfer is versed in nursing and psychology.

Maryann Russo swims, reads, and writes poems.

Meredith Sarniske is in President Johnson's new Head Start Program,

doing volunteer social work with underprivileged children.

Mark Stevens, a music major, transferred to the Mount from L.A.C.C.

Margaret Wright is active in Parnassians.
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Run-Green World

I run to you, warm-armed, near

through the sway-bob of the yellow nosed daisies;

To you bending over me beneath

the tree that wind-touches the stream;

To you in the lady-bulbed devil grass

that wind-quivers dew across my legs, running

To you sun-chiseled into the blue shadow

of three o'clock, to the gold round curve of your arm.

But if you should call to me

across the cluttered garage

or the rutted concrete road,

through the brittle blinking of the neon night

or against the wind-lash of the chafed ground,

I will run to you through the green world of love's eye.

DIANE DE ANDA



James Joqce's

Use of

Language

SISTER ANNE BERNADETTE, I.S.C.

Oscar Wilde, the Irish playwright, once explained, "My method is to

take the utmost trouble to find the right thing to say, and then to say it

with the utmost levity." James Joyce, too, belonged to that race which

G.K. Chesterton once called "the men that God made mad," and had a

lot in common with Wilde in his method of using language. Joyce was
born in Dublin in 1882, but left Ireland to live on the Continent until his

death in 1941. His most important works are Dubliners, a collection of

short stories, The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, which is auto-

biographical, and two novels, Ulysses and Finnegans Wake A
Joyce had difficulty in getting his novels published. Ulysses only

gained admittance to the United States in 1933, ten years after its publi-

cation in Europe. Judge M. Woolsey lifting the ban said,

In spite of its unusual frankness, I do not detect anywhere the
leer of the sensualist. . . . The words which are criticized
as dirty are old Saxon words known to almost all men, and I ven-
ture, to many women, and are such words as would naturally and
habitually be used, I believe, by the types of folk whose life,

physical and mental, Joyce is seeking to describe.

The main criticism against Finnegans Wake, on the other hand, is that it

is unintelligible. "A gigantic hoax on a credulous public" someone has

called it, and another describes it as a work "so full of outrages on the

normal instincts of humanity and on the normal use of grammar that it

arouses the distrust and suspicion of the common reader." Stuart Chase
has this to say:

Joyce tried to make a huge change, forcing communication into a

new channel where, by nature, it could not go. This sad case of
an authentic genius out of bounds should be a warning to other
writers and should reinforce what the science of linguistics has
to teach us about communication.

!j. I. M. Stewart, James Joyce (London: Longmans, Green and Com-
pany, 1957), p. 5.

^Villiam Powell Jones, James Joyce and the Common Reader (Nor-

man: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955), p. 43.



He goes on to say that everybody in a community accepts the common
names for things, and nobody says, "I'm tired of the word 'culture', from

now on I will call it 'bluttle.' " If this were to happen, he says, we
would suffer the fate of Babel, for it is language that holds society to-

gether.^ The trouble with Finnegans Wake according to Mary Manning,

in an essay entitled "Mythcarriage of Joycestice," is that it has been

analyzed to death. Actually beneath the symbolism, the myths, and the

rags and tags of learning, it is just a funny-sad story of a shabby genteel

family, and, if the common reader would ignore the one hundred and fifty

different approaches suggested by the scholars and not come to it as

reverently as if it were the Dead Sea Scrolls, all would be well. Joyce

himself "was always astonished that so few people had commented on

the comic spirit in his writings."**

Perhaps the book would be less unintelligible if taken in the spirit

in which it was written. However it is taken, it should be remembered

that few writers were intelligible to their own generation. Swinburne was
unfathomable; Keats, unintelligible; Carlyle, a riddle; Meredith, a teas-

ing enigma; Bridges, a defiance to common sense, and Pound and Eliot

made us feel that a line that could be read at sight was a complete failure.

Shakespeare and Milton take some unwinding if one is to get below the

surface drift. Dante didn't write something that could be easily under-

stood by his contemporaries, and "if we allow him to build a four-story

allegory, Joyce, being a modern architect, should be allowed a sky-

scraper.""

Joyce was interested in words, their sounds and meanings. As a

child he disliked the sound of the word **suck" and as a young man he

spent hours ransacking Skeat's Etymological Dictionary . In the Portrait

he discusses this aspect of his writing as Stephen

drew forth a phrase from his treasure and spoke it to himself.
"A day of dappled seaborne clouds" - - The phrase, the day, and
scene harmonized in a chord. Words. Was it their color?
No it was not their color. . . it was the contemplation of an
inner world mirrored perfectly in a lucid supple periodic proseJ

It is through words that reality is understood and that order is imposed on

the mind. Words that Stephen did not understand he said over and over to

himself till he had learnt them by heart; "and through them he had glimpses

of the real world about him."° Again, when talking to an English Dean,

^Stuart Chase, Power of Words (New York: Harcourt Brace & Com-

pany, 1954), p. 98.

^Mary Manning, "Mythcarriage of Joycestice," Reporter (March 15,

1962), p. 39.

^William T. Noon, S. J., Joyce and Aquinas (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1957), p. 86.

6Jacques Barzum, "Poetry and Portmanteaus," Saturday Review of

Literature (October 14, 1944), p. 22.

?James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man (New York:

The Viking Press, 1960), p. 166.
sIbid., p. 68.



Stephen feels the lack of communication between them. "How different

are the words 'love,' 'Christ, ... on his lips and on mine. My soul frets

in the shadow of his language. "^ Language, then, was all important for

Joyce and in Finnegans Wake nothing is left but words.

In this dream-world the mind is detached from responsibility toward

outward things, cut loose in the nowhere—but not quite a nowhere because
words still remain. Slogans, speeches, maxims, captions, quotations,

jingles, familiar phrases, borrowed rhythms, puns, parodies, and so on;

these are the only realities in the trackless nowhere of the dreamer. In

order to construct this dream-world which is a symbol of eternity, Joyce
ransacked the resources of the forgotten and the recorded past in history,

sacred and mythological, and combined them with the real and imagined

events of the present and the eschatological future. Joyce writes the

image of man in words "in the language of the past, present, and the

future, much as God writes his image in man."
Joyce tried to do three things with language. First, he tried to

express directly in words states of mind which do not make use of words
at all, and for this he used "Jabberwocky" language. But whereas Lewis
Carroll tells us the story in straight English and the dream language ap-

pears only in the speech of the characters, Joyce plunges us directly and

without explanation into the consciousness of the dreamer itself. For

example, instead of reading "Bloom said to himself, 'I might manage to

write a story illustrating some proverb or other. I could sign it Mr. and

Mrs. L. M. Bloom.' " we read "Might manage a sketch. By Mr. and Mrs.

L. M. Bloom. Invent a story for some proverb which?" Secondly, he

tried to free words from their immediate contemporary context in order to

pack into them all the meaning they have picked up in their long history.

"One world burrowing on another" is a typical pun of his which invokes

the two-way processes of borrowing from, and burrowing into, the past,

plus the image of burial mounds and the tree-pillar cults which themselves

were modes of communication between the living and the dead.

Every word in Finnegans Wake is active in this way, following not

one road of meaning but carrying us everywhere at once with intrusions

from above and below.H Thirdly, Joyce was trying to blend all the sets

of elements in a situation; the place, the atmosphere, the feeling of the

time of day, and what is going on in the minds of the characters, so that

his work is more like a symphony with a harmony of meanings rather than

narrative fiction. To achieve this effect he uses the rhythm of popular

speech in which cliches and slogans, proverbs and puns, slips of the

tongue and association of ideas are all intermingled.

How did Joyce concoct his "messes of mottage" as he calls them?

He used every imaginable device. I will mention only his use of port-

manteau and compound words, his puns and comic description, his use of

popular songs and vivid imagery.

"Kenning" or compounding was an old Saxon device, and Joyce used

it both constantly and effectively. He never used a hyphen in his com-

tybid., p. 221.
10Noon, op. cit., p. 133.

^Marshall McLuhan, "James Joyce: Trivial and Quadrivial,"

Thought, XXVII No. 108 (Spring, 1953), p. 75.

i^Han-y Levin, James Joyce (London: Faber and Faber, 1941), p. 133.
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pounds so that even very ordinary ones look strange at first sight: huge-

bearded, musclebound, cabbageared, shockmaned, meandertale, hitherand-

thithering, shybrightly, peacocktwittering. The shadows "creepycrawled,"

jet beads were "inkshining in the sun", the trees had "sunnywinking"
leaves, and people "fingerponder" their edition of the Taming of the

Shrew.

His strange-looking language is a coalescing of words to produce a

set of semantic associations as in his portmanteaus. The master of a

boys' school is a "kinderwarden," going to heaven on an escalator is

"celescalating," a Dublin pub with a Siberian atmosphere is an "isbar,"

Neville Chamberlain's foreign policy is an "umbroglia," the Vikings and
the viceroy and their plunder of Ireland is "viceking's graab," and all the

skyscraper associations of higher, architecture, tiptop, and lofty are

"hierarchitectitiptitoploftical."

These creations are more than clever manipulations; they embody a

new reality in some way. As Benjamin Lee Whorf has said, "A change in

language can transform our appreciation of the cosmos," so Joyce's words
reflect a new mode of being, a deeper insight into the reality behind the

words. They are "gestures of being" more than mere symbols or signals,

and Joyce warns his reader to "Stop (stoop) if you are abcedminded." 1 ^

One must share Joyce's own delight in words—"The word is my wife, to

exponse and expound, to vend and to velnerate . . . till breath us de-

part"^ — if he is to appreciate the "rite" word in these "jocoserious"

productions and "fibfib fabrications" and if he is to see the point of the

author's ironical question, "Where in the waste is the wisdom?"^
Another device used constantly by Joyce is the pun. He excused his

use of punning by pointing out that the Church was founded on a pun,

"Thou art Peter" and so he was in good company. Down at the root

level of language the lines of analogy intersect and the metaphysical,

moral, mythological, and historical interpenetrations of meaning fuse.

Through puns Joyce reveals this paradoxical exuberance of being." He
passes from sound to sense and uncovers unexpected meanings and asso-

ciations in words. To someone who ridiculed his puns as trivial, Joyce

punned in reply, "They are not only trivial, they are quadrivial."^'

All puns exploit the linguistic affinities given by the conventions

and traditions of words as language-facts; a successful pun calls attention

to an unexpected affinity, however remote and unconventional, in being.

Joyce's puns do just this. He combines the remotest with the common-
place, the sacred with the absurd, the learned with the nursery rhyme; in

doing so he reveals the resemblance, already obscurely existing in lan-

guage, that exists on the level of reality. "Ana" in "Ana Livia" is a

pun, for "ana" is Greek for backwards, can be spelled the same both

ways, while the River Liffey it stands for can move in one direction only.

Some other examples of puns are: "every talk has his stay," "was liffe

worth leaving," "by the waters of babalong we sat down and laughed,"

the Vatican was "chalk-full of materplasters," and referring to Shakespeare

l^James Joyce, Finnegans Wake, (New York: The Viking Press,

p. 272.

^Ibid., p. 167.

1939),

^loia., p. 167.
15Ibid., p. 145.

l^Noon, op. cit., p. 145.

^Ibid., p. 142.



and Ann Hathaway, "If others have their will, Ann hath a way."
All these are found in the Wake, while in Ulysses Bloom writes to

Martha, his secret correspondent, "I feel so sad. P.S. So lonely bloom-

ing." Joyce to no little extent can make words mean what he wants them

to mean; he can make them mean several things at once. As Shaun says,

"Every dimmed letter in it is a copy and not a few of the silbils and

wholly words I can show you in my kingdom of Heaven. "*° Joyce is

using words, not to tell us what we know to exist, but to point out what

we had never noticed. By making us examine the relationship and connec-

tion between sounds and words on the language level he is forcing our

attention to relationships and connections on the ontological level.

The rhythms and phrases of popular songs, for example, constantly

crop up in this "soundscript" language. Finnegans Wake has the theme

song "Phil the Fluter's Ball" running through the whole book, and Mabel

Worthington points out references to forty-three folk songs in Ulysses.^
Sometimes the songs are parodying popular speech, but other times they

are used as a compact way of saying something. For example: "War
comes on; into the army helterskelter; same fellows used to whether on the

scaffold high."™ "Whether on the scaffold high" is a phrase from the

song "God Save Ireland" in which the lines

Whether on the scaffold high or the battle field we die

'Tis no matter when for Ireland dear we fall,

occur. The author is saying that the first to enlist in the British army

when war comes are those who are never done crying patriotic slogans

and singing patriotic songs. They live in words that have no meaning.

Joyce is a master of comedy, and achieves a comic effect in a vari-

ety of ways. Sometimes a serious tone intensifies the absurdity: Bloom
apologizes for not having a lump of sugar to feed a passing horse; "You
could scarcely be prepared for every emergency that might crop up," he

explains. * One of the funniest scenes in Ulysses is achieved by the

comic use of language. In the pub where Bloom is drinking the hot-temper-

ed citizen who objects to his being a Jew, is inflated to extravagantly

heroic proportions by the accumulation of descriptive adjectives.

A broad-shouldered deepchested stronglimbed frankeyed redhaired
freely freckled shaggybearded wide-mouthed large-nosed long-

headed deepvoiced brawnyhanded hairylegged ruddyfaced sinewy-
armed hero. 22

This "hero," yelling profanities, chases Bloom into the street where a

crowd quickly gathers to watch the drunken brawl. Through the use of

incongruous language which parodies the popular journalistic style of the

day, Joyce heightens the comic effect. The narrative continues:

A large and appreciative gathering of friends and acquaintances
from the metropolis and greater Dublin assembled in their thous-
ands to bid farewell to Nagyasagos uran Lipoti Urag ... on the

occasion of his departure for the distant clime of Szazharminizzu-
gubyas. The ceremony went off with great eclat and was character-
ized by the most affectionate cordiality. 23

^Portrait, p. 424.
19Mabel Worthington, "Irish Folk Songs in Joyce's Ulysses," PMLA,

LXXI No. 3 (June, 1956), p. 321.

20james Joyce, Ulysses (New York: Random House, 1946), p. 714.

^Ulysses, p. 646.

-^Ulysses, p. 336.
2SIbid., p. 237.
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Bloom manages to elude his pursuer by jumping on a passing cab which

becomes the fiery chariot of Elijah:

When, lo there came about all a great lightness, and they beheld
the chariot wherein he stood ascend to heaven. And they beheld him,
even him, hem Bloom Elijah, amid clouds of angels ascend to the

glory of the brightness at an angle of forty-five degrees over
Donohue's in Little Green Street like a shot off a shovel."'*

Certainly the use of language and style here to produce a comic effect is

masterly, but perhaps there is more than comedy in the ascension of

Bloom and in the transfiguration of the Jew --a Jew beaten and chased by

the Christian who is grossly offended at being reminded that Christ was
a Jew.

Contrast is used to produce an equally amusing effect. Again,

parody, inflated language and the "heroic" style is followed by deflation

and commonplace vulgar description:

And lo, as they quaffed their cups of joy, a godlike messenger
came swiftly in, radiant as the eye of heaven, a comely youth
and behind him there passed an elder of noble gait and counten-
ance, bearing the sacred scrolls of law, and with him his lady
wife, a dame of peerless lineage, fairest of her race.
Little Alf Bergin popped in round the door and hid behind Ber-
ney's snug. He kept his eyes on the door. . . . And Denis
Breen in his bathslippers emerged . . . and his wife hotfoot
after him, unfortunate wretched woman trotting like a poodle.

^

The contrast is made more vivid by the obvious resemblances between

the two scenes. In both a husband and wife are preceded by a herald; one

is a godlike messenger, the other little Alf Bergin. The difference be-

tween them is intensified by the manner of their coming: the first comes
"Swiftly, radiant as the eye of heaven," the second "popped round the

door." Again, the one gentleman has "a noble gait" while the other

arrives in his "bathslippers," and nobody could evince a noble gait in

bathslippers obviously. Two wives accompany their respective husbands.

But the former wife is "his lady wife," while the latter is "an unfortunate

wretched woman" who follows like an animal. The similarity of the two

situations and the contrasting language used provoke laughter, but it is

laughter that has an undercurrent of gravity and seriousness.

Joyce pokes fun, too, at the professional users of language who
combine words and phrases into high-sounding patterns which contain

no meaning. He parodies all sorts of language use or rather abuse. Here

he combines an array of trite expressions, proverbial sayings, mixed

metaphors, and an oratorical flourish which results in meaningless jargon

and absurdity:

His erstwhile staunch adherents and his beloved evicted tenants
for whom he had done yoeman service in the rural parts of the

country by taking up the cudgels on their behalf in a way that

far exceeded their most sanguine expectations, very effectually
cooked his matrimonial goose, thereby heaping coals of fire on
his head.^"

In these parodies Joyce shows how the reader or listener has his attention

so focused on what is never quite real, never so real as to have an un-

equivocal name, that he is unaware that the only existence is words.

^Ibid., p. 339.

2&Ibid. t p. 293...

^Ibid., p. 216.
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All this is in direct contrast to Joyce's own handling of language which

has not only meaning but multiple levels of meaning. There is something
healing and sane in Bloom's comments, "He owed his death to his having

neglected to change his boots and clothes after a wetting,"^' and "Every-

body knows that it is the very opposite that is really life. . . . Love. I

mean the opposite of hate."^ Here words mean something; they com-

municate what Bloom is making exist in his own consciousness through

reflective thought.

But Joyce does more than create sound or manufacture new words.

He does more than uncover reality by punning or incorporate popular

songs in his writings or produce comic effects by contrasting language

and parody. He creates vivid images which have the freshness of orig-

inality. Here is an example from the Portrait and it could be multiplied

indefinitely.

The fire rose and fell on the wall. It was like waves . . .

The waves were talking among themselves as they rose and fell.

He saw the sea of waves, long dark waves rising and falling,

dark under the moonlight night. A tiny light twinkled at the
pierhead where the ship was entering. 29

Here the image that Stephen creates naturally leads on to an image he

remembers from the past.

Striking similes abound: "his scalp trembled as though touched by

ghostly fingers,

"

3^ the overcoats hung along the walls "like gibbeted

malefactors, headless and dripping and shapeless," 31 the birds fly

against the sky "as against a limp hung cloth of smoky tenuous blue." 3 ^

The concluding paragraph of the Wake contains an image of the soul's

relation to the Father from the beginning of worship (washup) to ultimate

union. Earwicker (everyman) addresses the Father of Creation:

Carry me along, taddy, like you done through the toy fair! If

I see him bearing down on me now under wnitespread wings like he'd
come from Arkangels, I sink I'd die down over his feet, humbly
dumbly, only to washup. Yes, tad, there's where. First. We
pass through grass behush the bush to. Whish. Far calls.

Coming, far! End here. Us then. Finn, again! 33

The Humpty-Dumpty implication and the need for "washing-up" before

approaching the Father suggests an important theological point, and the

recognition that "Far calls" and the ready response contain a deep in-

sight into man's need to return to the Father.

It is very evident, then, that no matter what we may think of Joyce

as a writer, his language is far from meaningless and far from a "vast
neutrality" in which there are no standards. The remark of Chase about

calling culture "bluttle" quoted earlier is obviously irrelevant. Joyce

did not pick sounds out of the air and decide what meaning to give them.

He used words and placed them so that they had not one but multiple

meanings, and it does not matter that we inevitably catch only a fraction

of the detailed implication, for Joyce is imploying language so resource-

^Vlysses, p. 633.

Zfybid., p. 172.

^Portrait, p. 153.
™Ibid., p. 124.

^lbid., p. 125.

Ztybid., p. 224.

^Finnegans Wake, p. 628-
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fully that we can afford to miss a great deal and still, within certain

limits, possess the work. *

The difficulty of the writing lies in the rapid shift of associated

ideas and the tremendous body of allusions he employs. His style has

influenced Dylan Thomas, Lawrence Durrell, Thomas Merton, Virginia

Woolf, and William Faulkner, all of whom depend upon suggestion rather

than statement. Joyce's inventions have been called childish friv-

olities, but, says Philip Krapp,

Any adventurer who attempts to exploit the gay independence of
primitive creative powers must be prepared to face the charge of

childishness. The logician will naturally object to "peacock-
twittering lashes" but anyone with a child's readiness to compre-
hend knows what the words mean, though the effort of saying them
in the roundabout formal style would be so laborious as to make
them not worth saying. 36

And Joyce himself is at pains to tell us that his work is not just a riot

of blots and blurs. It is "brimful of plunderings even to the hidmost

coignings of the earth. "°* And although on many he has the effect that

Ireland had on a certain Richard Twiss, an Englishman who, after a brief

stay in Dublin, said that he was suffering from "intellectual retrogres-

sion—the more he heard the less he understood" yet, like the question he

has one of his characters ask, "Do fish ever get seasick?" Joyce's

work is a tribute to the unpredictible leaps of the human soul.

^Hugh Kenner, Dublin's Joyce (Bloomington: Indiana University

Press, 1956), p. 312.

35\V.Y. Tindall, James Joyce: His Way of Interpreting the Modern

World (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950), p. 95.

^Philip George Krapp, The Knowledge of English (New York: Henry

Holt and Company, 1927), p. 543.
"* Finnegans Wake, p. 118.

Hill-Height
CYNTHIA JACKSON

Sunlight

And multi-greened hills

Surrounding laughter, love,

Life, clutching at perception through

Vistas
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Search

for

Silence
Escape from the shrillness of screaming rooms

To night-melted beaches, void of hustle;

Where silence is sought, no solitude looms.

The static scourge of a sole tree's rustle

Invades the nowhere of sheltered sorrow,

Shatters cymbals into eternity.

Searching, reaching, a pin drops tomorrow,

And yesterday knew the rat-tat must be.

The whirling, surly, Satan-wrought wind song

Subtly thunders, threatens the stillness,

Whistles, then teases the spirits who long

For one corner to refuge their sadness.

The hushing of death brings no guarantees;

Mourners cry; leaves sigh and fall from the trees.

CAROL REGAL
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Tomorrow
MARK STEVENS

Tomorrow

i| a right turn

a light switch in the dark

a shoe-lace ready to break

a coin in the air

a question
,

(and maybe

an answer).

Francesco
Qnd

Paolo

MICHELLE LUNDBORG

Semiramis ruled a birdless, windless land:

no law. Dido smoked the sea because of breeze.

Cleopatra barge-reclined, sails ballooned. Only a wrteeze

perhaps, but wind launched the ship, not the face of Hflen.

The wind that cooled Achilles' sweat? Lust of self, wbman, or man?

As for ruffled Paris, he never knew a windless
;
day.

Tristan's potion turned honor to gale, love to play.

Ha. With doves who read a book, these flap, datnrted.

And us, we are birds that force the air up, below \

if love is wind, cranes and starlings those whose keel is to feel.

Love marries us to life and more; you the eagle <.

and I the swan demand the swish-even if to blow ^

is hell. Now we create the swirl, our touch of wings, strong

to fill our sky: wide the sweep; rose mute the song

15



La Lumiere

NELLY PENALOZA

La vie d'une etudiante n'est pas si belle qu'elle le semble. Quel-

ques fois il faut rester jusqu'a une ou deux heures du matin en faisant
les devoirs ou en revisant les lecons. Et au moment des examens...

Ah, quelle semaine! La jeune fille avait etudie jusqu'au lever du

soleil pendant six jours. Mais heureusement, elle avait rendu tous ses

examens et a la fin elle pouvait se reposer.

Avec des pas lents mais contente elle est montee dans sa chambre.

Elle se preparait a. se coucher quand, a ce moment-la, elle a vu a travers

la fenetre une lumiere qui brillait dans le lointain. Cette lumiere- la,

loin mais perceptible, d'ou venait-elle? La jeune fille ne l'avait pas vue

avant. Etrange! Provenait-elle peut-etre d'une maison? Non, il n'y avait

pas de maison dans cette direction. Une auto? Non, c'etait une seule

lumiere et de plus elle brillait deja depuis long-temps. Mon Dieu, qu'

etait-ce que cette lumiere? Que pouvait-elle etre?

La jeune fille est descendue de sa chambre et est allee chercher la

lumiere. La nuit etait claire; la lune sur les collines donnait une p&le

atmosphere au ciel. Le spectacle etait vraiment beau: les arbres sem-

blaient des etres muets et aimables, le feuillage bougeait doucement
avec l'aide du vent de printemps. La lune meme etait si jaune, si grande!

On pouvait voir tres clairement les mers de la lune.

Toujours en regardant la lumiere la jeune fille a marche. Et la

lumiere a chaque pas semblait devenir plus loin qu'auparavant. Finale-

ment, elle est arrivee jusqu'au lieu d'ou venait la lumiere. C'etait un

petit objet sur l'herbe. Quels puissants rayons! Avec cette forte lumiere

la jeune fille a regarde ses mains. Et... incroyable! Elles etaient blan-

ches; oui, blanches comme elle ne les avait jamais vues. M§me ses bras,

ses jambes ...

La jeune fille ne pouvait pas croire ses propres yeux. Ce qu'elle

avait decouvert pouvait provoquer une grande revolution sociale. Son

imagination se figurait ca deja: on pourrait avoir la paix dans le monde; on

serait a la fin reconnu comme une personne, non comme une chose; on

verrait la realite' sans erreurs...!

La jeune fille a pense longtemps; la lune s'etait deja cachee. Alors,

elle a decide de detruire la lumiere. "Non," a dit-elle en jetant une

grande pierre contre Peclatant objet, "la verite doit briller avec sa propre

lumiere."

Et avec confiance en le monde, la jeune fille a dit:

"Nous, les noirs, trouverons la paix seulement quand la lumiere

sera dans l'esprit des blancs."
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October Eve
NATALIE KERN

Erie shadows lengthen

In the dusky twilight,

All is quiet an October Eve.

Then suddenly,

Marching figures';

Run to the clearing

And pile wood and paper

Higher, higher

Til it seems it would reach

treetops.

The flames are kindled;

flung L uc i fer-like

Aspiring to the sky

Fires crackling, soaring, each

dying on its own,

Dancing figures

Join hand|

And in a wild dance

Praise their own gods,

Till all is still once more

And the dying embers

Turn grey ...,^^;^|H#

And night comes f

Bringing the cold.
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Good-bife, Charleq

MEREDITH SARNISKE

Reaching its highest peak, the lemon sun sent forth her rays in

search of past winter. The chirping of a blue jay and the feet of a scam-

pering squirrel were the only noises made. All of Oak Pine was awaiting

the greenness of spring.

"Aw, gee. Do we hafta leave? Can't we stay 'till it gets dark?"

grumped the child.

"No. You have school tomorrow," said the father.

"Can I take 'im with me then?"

"Sorry, but he'll melt."

"Please can I?"
" "No!"

"Oh. All right." The child trudged over to his new pal. "Take
care of yourself. See ya next time."

"Hurry or we'll hit the traffic," called the mother.

The child, eyes held steady on his friend, stumbled to the car.

"Good-bye, Charley."

Only a few hours earlier, the family had been busy gathering clunks

of leftover winter. They took dirty snow to which dried pine needles

clung. Soon there stood three clumps of ice: a small on top of a bigger

perched on the largest. After collecting bits of forest to trim the ice, the

three looked at their creation.

"Oh! Isn't he handsome. His tincan hat is like yours, Daddy. It's

all crumpled and half off."

"Yes, but look at his face and clothes. They're as smudgy as

yours."

"Speaking of his outfit, looks as if he's gaining weight. His acorn

buttons are popping off."

''Should we find bigger pine cones, Mom? His feet look too small

for him."

"No. He'll be O.K. We did forget to give him a face and arms

though."

"Here's some stones. Let's make him happy."

"I found two branches."

"Daddy, he's giving me his hands. He wants to play. He's my pal...

my pal, Charley."

Now as the camper moved carefully down the dirt road, Charley stood

all alone in the woods. He was left alone to live with nature. Before,

Charley was scattered over the mountainside, but now he was joined into

one thing. He was Something!

That night a strong wind rose in the mountains. It fingered its way
through the skinny branches of trees and slapped at the bushes. Then
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its deadly hands found Charley. Poor Charley! There was no place for

him to seek refuge from fate. As he stood tall and proud, the wind tore

off his crown and boxed at his face. Charlie was born only a short while

ago.

Now. .

.

As the sun rose again and waited to be noon, her thirsting rays

again found Oak Pine. Upon finding a midget pond of water, they sent

the remains of a dirty and tattered snowman to his skyward glory. "Hello,

Charley."

A
quiet

light

black, red

strength and

passion. Vigil

light bright, dark

knowing ecstasy

and frustration.

Sometimes a restless

flame languishing

for love. Yet,

always faithful,

mute, composed.

Alive only when
dying

for

Worship
BRIGID NAJERA

its

LORD

Judith
Is this our savior who proudly sports the head

Of Holofernes? Surely one so fair

As she would lack the strength, would never dare

To kill and leave him dead upon his bed.

Triumphant is she who passed the gates in dread

That morning when in faith she uttered a prayer

For strength. And bold is she who set the snare,

Who caught her prize, and left a corpse in its stead.

Her cry rings from afar, "Praise our God!

Almighty is the Lord!" A daughter of Eve
Has triumphed for she has crushed the serpent's head.

With festal joy we sing our praise, we laud

The widow bold and fierce who would not grieve.

With flashing eyes and sword she cut him dead.

ROSEMARY PETERS
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The Beach Scene

SHARON BRANDY

Thick heavy fog held the village fast in its morning grasp. The
world was shrouded in green dampness; the highway and the seaside were
wrapped together by the clammy mask. The roar of the sea crashing, dash-

ing, breaking on the rugged shoreline was a hushed murmur, in communion
with the solemn silence. You couldn't see the slender pier that looked

like a long finger pointing to the line where the sun stooped to meet the

sea.

Above the sea stood a small, clean beach house; the waves swept

to touch the pilings of its foundation. In the tiny room upstairs, two brown

eyes stole out from underneath the warm covers. They watched a black

patent-leather beetle scuttle up the wall to the top over the center beam,

around the lightbulb, then down, down, down to the corner where a knap-

sack lay like a dark sunken hulk against the wall. From somewhere came
the wail of a foghorn, then a seagull's high solitary shriek that splintered

the solemn hush.

Bill sat up and listened. That's it! The foghorn's doleful greeting

sounded once again. Today the boat was coming! His small body shiv-

ered with excitement.

Hey Bruno! Bruno-o-o! Wake up, boy!

He bent down from his top bunk, whispering hoarsly to the sleeping dog.

A black speckled head jerked up, alert. Long ears flopped crazily as the

small dog scrambled up from his corner bed, his white tail wagging. Bill

slithered down from his own bunk near the ceiling. His brother, on the

bottom bunk, still slept soundly. Bill could see him breathing; his chest

rose and fell like an accordian when some one plays it really extra slow.

Shush, Bruno! Wanna wake up the whole house!

He lifted the door latch, letting it fall with an easy THUD! There! Secret-

ly outside and safe, they ran, thumping on cold, wet sand, waves licking

at their feet.

The boat never followed a regular schedule, so no one could really

know for sure when it was coming. No one except Ole' Tom. He always

had been the captain of the sharking boat, whose crew hunted the ravenous

Blue Shark. It's a dangerous job! everyone said. But it had to be done.

The sharks threatened the fishing industry of the small town, and more

than a few fishermen told their own stories of having tangled with the

'Man-Killers' while out fishing with their crews. Ole' Tom was a shrewd

fisherman, he knew how to make the net strong and tight, and lay it just

beneath the bed of seaweed in the glass-green sea, and lay waiting for the

sharks. Ole' Tom always gets his fish! they said in town. And when the
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boat came in, Tom would go down to the small village to boast of his

catch. The men would laugh and throw their arms around him, shaking his

big hands, and be glad because tomorrow there would be fishing on their

boats again.

Ole' Tom and Bill were friends from the beginning. Ole' Tom, his

dark hands stained with the rancid odor of the sea and fish mingled with

the grease and gasoline, standing near Bill, sun-speckled and small be-

side this towering bulk.

It was good to watch the giant fisherman bend down and listen to

boyish curiosity. Pause. Reflect. Then explain what the net was for,

the chains, the hooks, the spear. He had opened the trap door, only once

to show where the prey was kept. A dark ugly hole beneath the deck,

filled with the stench of blood and dark, forbidding shark bodies, squirm-

ing in their death. The boy had stared. Blue and white streaks lashed

luminous in the dark. White gnashing teeth. Silver shimmering bodies

shining in white death.

Bill's small body had quivered with excitement that day, as it did

now when he saw the boat's giant hulk. The air was alive with thrill and

excitement. Ole' Tom waved a big HULLO! and his black eyes snapped

like two large popguns.

Hiya, Kid! Knew you'd come! We was wait'n for ya! He grinned, a deep

wrinkled grin, showing the hollow spaces between his tarnished teeth.

Yeah! I said we'd be here, didn't I, Cap'n Tom? Huh?
Yeah, sure. How's the pooch? And with a titanic scoop he brought Bruno

up for his inspection.

Looks as good as ever, Bill! How ya' be, poochie? Huh?
The boat was squirming with activity. The smell of fish, and blood

mingled with the sweat of men working hard. Brown bodies glistened,

hands and arms flashed, lifting, hauling, pushing to make the "SEA
WOLFE" ready to unload her heavy catch.

Gotta big one this time, Bill. Real big!

His voice was proud and strong.

Wanna see? C'mon. But watch the pooch, here.

And he set Bruno down, all tense and trembling with the smell of fish in

his nostrils. Easy, pooch, easy.

He let the boy follow him to that flat trap in the floor. And care-

fully, solemnly, he lifted up the lid, and let it flap back quietly against

its hinge. The sun glimmered on white silver; blue streaked long, majes-

tic on the proud and noble shark. Red life slowly oozing out of sea-green

grandeur. Up, now down. Down, now up. Peaceful breathing sleep for

death.

How grand to see its enormous jaws open, close in smooth rhythm.

Flowing lines. Like a giant snoring king, thought Bill.

Bruno, left alone in all the excitement, slipped unnoticed past the

boisterous crew that laughed and shouted along the bottom deck. He ran

across the wet boarded floor, rounded the corner where the smell of

fish and blood was mingling with Bill's high-pitched voice.

Swiftly he darted past the man and boy admiring the fish. But he

missed the vital edge of the trap and slipped. THUD!
Bill stared. That whole time he just sat there and stared. The

buzzing voices of the crew, the hard monotonous pounding of the sea, the

cry of the seagull again, these were distant; they belonged someplace
else. Not here. Not now. His body felt like rubber; then it was like

nothing. He could not move it.
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From somewhere came Ole' Tom's voice. Not thundering with proud

boasting as before. Low. Broken. Bill. Bill. C'mon, Kid. Please.

It's no good for ya' to be here now.

Giant booming Tom bent down, down, down, to Bill. He shook the

small boy's shoulder. D'ya hear me, Kid? Huh? C'mon. Gently. Let's

go home.

Bill knew he had to leave. He could not stay here on the boat.

Tom forced the boy's stiff, cramped body up to stand; Bill began to walk

away. From Ole' Tom. From the boat. From Bruno. Slowly. He kept

walking. On the cold hard sand back to the house.

The sun was shining now. The morning was warmer. But Bill felt

cold and stiff. He started to tremble. He was shaking all over by the

time he reached home. He slipped in the back door, past the kitchen

where someone was cooking breakfast. He went to his room where sun-

shine spilled over the cold tile floor. He slipped back into bed and lay

there. He tried to stop the shaking.

Mother's Love
— Danger!

My mother-

Loves me into fragments

fracturing with over enthusiastic "love pats,"

smothering with hugs

But the final blow is that

eternal

infernal

maternal

boasting about the darling

who sits near

blushing like a ruddy-faced apple.

MARYHELEN MANION
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Beach
JULIE BUSWELL

Feet

numb

From

running

On

spun

sand.

Mount
&

Trees
THEA LISTON

Sunning backs, morning

warms flowers all circling, now

swirling to blue trees.

To peopled circle,

spires line eyes to towers here,

now there, clipping trees.

Still circle now. Speak

might loves, city there. Echo

city, oh my trees.
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Never
LINDA CAGGIANO

Winter's
Dusk
VICKI CLAGETT

Winter's dusk

fell

like curtains

across the window's pane.

Never

To know for sure

Where the bird flies above

And between the blue and city--

Sometimes

Guessing

At the song it

Sings while searching up

And down the faint sky-line of sun-

Shades- Or

Falling

To the sand-cut

Crevices of road and

Tower— arrowed toward bone-splinls

Until

I")

A jerk

Of muscle turns

Again the eye to face

Cool spaces of light but not the

Deep-ground.

4T~
;
*'::

¥:¥:•::,,,,:'"

Seldom

It knows for sure

Safety in those towers-

Never I feel the wind-pulls

of

Free-air.

^m

\

,*ff~
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Orbiting
SISTER MARY BRIGID, S.N.D.

Gossip
Robins only stumble in

And on to honeysuckle.

Hummingbird,

Humming and mumbling

To honeysuckle

Sucking up

Her sticky yellow scent,

With whirling wings

Whispers to the air.

All that is, is within.

I float, guided by a mighty thrust.

There is no air out here

Only darkness.

There is no spring, or shade, or waterfall.

No becoming.

No seed to sprout a crooked vine

No change

But only throught -- the life of

All that is.

JULIE BUSWELL
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Paradox
Stillness keeps vigil

Beneath a tree with time there*

Along beside him

As eight hundred girls

Spill from noise-bright classrooms

Into peaceful chaos.

PAMELA HARVEY

The
Mount

KATHY HAVERICK

The Mount

Conflict
I must study —

but how can

I when the

silence of the night

calls me to

see the music

of

the MAUREEN JANSEN

stars
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Crunching

Asphalt upward,

Slapping flagstone downward,

Whispering across marble floors,

Shoes' search.



Owl In

Eucaluptus
WHO f —

.

Tree
is he

WHO

perches on the night

with two midnight moons

mounted on his face.

DIANE DE ANDA

Haiku
KITTY BENDAR

Rustle of cat feet

under eucalyptus tell

of night creatures out.

Mount Student
A CJnquain

Silent

wars waging in

minds coming forth from sleep.

Green hope giving life to white tears-

then song.

JEFFREENT LOCKWOOD
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A Green Wind
The wind elf-kings about the eucalyptus

wrenching silver-green acorns from its apron pockets,

plummeting them onto the ground

to be drowned in the rain-life of the acorn;

kneaded with the earth's liquid brown hands

to leaven a new face into the wind.

DIANE DE ANDA

Strong
Hand-Rock
LINDA CLARKE

strong hand-rock, warm sun

above that far-from-city

place near foamed blue— peace...

tree-tall, sweet smell rise

to meet the sweet song sung by

soft-down, brown blurs—light

thrust down—reflected

from glass to glass and back—bell

Bongs while brown tile cools.
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Seel us ion
SISTER MARY JOSEPH, S.S.L.

Sedge spears

Guard the island-home of birds

Untamed and rare, where

Nests new-built cradle

Fragility.

Evening
SISTER MARY JOSEPH, S.S.L.

Languid,

One radiant swan

Drifts on glass-still water

Toward its marshy home, the rush-ringed

Islet.

Haiku
It is green outside.

I hesitate to touch hard

The yellowness inside.

BARBARA BENEFIEL
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Thirteen: A Sestina
KATHY HAVERICK

Lucifer was a short-whiskered deceptive cat,

Who one Saturday changed his name
To Lucy. So, we gave kittens away—
Except for one scrawny torn that no one wanted.

He grew peppery-grey and independent. We called

him Beelzebub,

For he walked like someone who knew the devil's secrets.

That sticky summer the birds flew away
From our jacaranda bush--something to do with the cat.

And my friends had quietly joined a world of secrets,

While I was left flat and freckled, unknowing if I

should name
Myself one of them or if I wanted -

:

To be an outcast like Beelzebub.

Mom swung her broom at him in the holy name
- Of sparrows flown. Me, she swatted for hiding away
In trees when I was wanted.

Defiant we both were, like hell's Beelzebub.

We'd sit on walls, Iceeping our secrets

And listening to a breeze pad on leaves like a cat. V

At the tail of sulky August nights, Beelzebub

Would scratch my screen and say he wanted

Feeding. He'd crawl in cut and cocky,; boasting of some cat-

Fight he'd won-^purring with secrets

He never told. The selfish devil fit his name.

Yet I liked to think he liked me in a way.

I envied him his smiling, whiskered secrets,

And all the incautious uncaring of Beelzebub.

I spent that August wishing I could rename

Myself a free, soul-less fish or bird or best, a cat.

I sat in trees storing my secrets

Away inside mef touching every leaf I wanted.

The Tuesday came, however, when I #anted

Someone to let me share my fine green secrets.

But no torn has time for daffodils; not Beelzebu.b .

He had to walk walls and lick his paws and run away

When 1 called him or he'd have lost the perversity of cat,

And would not have been worth his whiskers or his name.

What finer name than Beelzebub

For a cat with solemn secrets

That even if he wanted, he couldn't give them away
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Snake Mountain

KATHRYN KENYON

She was in the orchard by herself, this dark child Teresina, as she

leaned against a tree, standing with her feet crossed. She was talking to

herself, to some unnamed nin~a friend inside her, and they were looking at

a brown snake winding through rotten leaves on the orchard ground.

With three trees between them and the snake, Teresina talked about

its tongue throbbing in and out its jaws, dangling her arm loosely. She

took both parts of the conversation, asking questions, then nodding for her

nina. And as the snake moved there was a slight stir from the dry stems;

but that was the air's noise—that and the high-pitched silence in her ears.

Shrieks of laughter thudded down against the trees from the top of

the sloped path. She sighed and turned in that direction, throwing her

black hair away from her eyes with the back of her hand. It was only a

small distance to the garden and she would have liked to run to dance

with the children, but she sat down against the tree, folding a foot be-

neath her, and put her hands together so that one held the other warmly.

The snake slid straight and smoothly, its tongue feeling the air.

This was a wild thing rustling leaves, and Teresina's face pursed as it

moved nearer with a sinuous surge, belly-swimming through weeds.

Another shriek broke open her thoughts and she looked up the hill

for a long while. They were all going to the bird's house across the

road to see the new peacock when the bell chimed. It had been the talk

all week since its arrival, and even Teresina was excited to see it. But

again she sighed and one hand held the other tighter. The orchard was
like a dark room.

"Everything must look low to you, walking way deep on the ground,"

she said to the snake.

"Si," she answered, "but it's greener."

"How you breathing there with that noisy tongue?" and she let her

hand go, releasing her nina. She touched her tongue. Slowly. With her

thumb she pressed the tip of it against her bottom teeth, and she felt it

wet and warm. The tongue itself felt nothing. She wanted to understand

the snake, to make her own tongue know, and she quickly scraped her

nail across its rim. Still the snake came on curving its spine in twigs and

waving its head. It was as silent as its eyes were black; they said no-

thing coldly--it was the forked tongue that moved and knew.

But the snake's eyes were constant, and Teresina reached down.

Her hand pressed its back lightly, and she pulled away. It felt like a

part of a hand, like a numbed finger. She smoothed her dress and touched

the snake again, rubbing the scar on its side.
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"Grandmother's goat was your brown." The snake seemed to scud
in her hands. It flowed up and entwined her fingers as though each finger

were a twig, each nail a leaf; it wound steadily as she watched it.

When the chime rolled through the trees, Teresina dropped her snake
and stood up. She looked around, straightening her green skirt. Then tilt-

ing her head in the snake's direction, she told nina to keep it company,
and slowly she walked up the hill-path.

Outside the classroom 4th grade girls were lined down in twos hand

in hand. With hair combed and hands smelling like strong lavatory soap,

they were talking and looking past the wooden gate. Sister Cephas was
counting heads—eighteen to take across the road. Teresina walked to the

end of the line beside a tall, broad girl. The girl stood neatly—foot by

foot and arms down at her sides stiffly.

Hesitantly Teresina held out her hand. It was streaked with sweat
and bark, and she hurriedly rubbed it on her skirt. The streaks smeared.

Still she offered it to the girl, nervously tossing her head to throw the hair

back. But the girl ignored her. She touched the girl's stiff arm, and the

girl turned her back on Teresina, and Teresina, looking down, held her

own hands, imagining the snake was in them.

Eighteen in all. Sister Cephas walked past them to the front, twirl-

ing an old yellow leaf. She smiled and tossed her head sideways with a

heave-ho to start the line going, and thirty-six sandals began to walk.

According to orchard measure they were five trees from the gate and

Teresina, counting every step, looked at her partner.

"Nita, here," she moved her hand over. "We cross in a minute."

But the tall girl took exaggerated steps and wrinkled her nose, looking

ahead. Teresina made a motion to take Nita's hand, and Nita quickly

folded her arms across her chest.

She couldn't keep up with Nita now, and she skipped, secretly

squinting sideways at her hands. But she was a snake's length behind

and she stopped abruptly. Not a head shifted to look back at her, and

she watched them going on, out the gate, Sister Cephas' swinging pace

leading the whole troupe of them across the dust. For a moment Teresina

looked down at their heels and swallowed.

Her fingers pressed tightly into her skirt and she closed her eyes.

She could picture legs walking in the wooden doors across the road to the

wooden bird cages. Then she turned around and ran. She felt her legs

run so fast down the hill-path that it seemed she was only one pounding

foot with jelled air thrown against her in her speed. She ran on and

everyone walked away to the peacock without her.

"Teresina!" she whispered plunging her hand into orchard weeds.

She was in her dark room in the trees' shade, away from walking black

sandals and the row of clasped hands as she sat. She loosened her

clutch on the weeds. Her round face wrinkled and she put her head back

on the bark-quilted tree she leaned against as her hands rolled out to

knead pear leaves and green pines. Those fingers never stopped, tracing

face veins on the leaves. Her head looked down and she scraped the

damp ground clean in front of her. In silence. Through those creased

white hands she felt herself living here at San Juan's. She kneaded the

earth in her dirty hands.

Her grandmother, a dark beetle, had once meshed hot bread between

her teeth to smear with beans and put into Teresina's mouth, and although

that was gone, her tongue no longer sucking the crust into warm pulp,

Teresina remembered the weak feel of moist bread and bean. It had tasted
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warm. And then there had been the unsteady talk of eyes in the dark

room--their room. There was a kind of warmth in it too. But those beetled

feet had walked the earthen floor softly. Some other darker feet had

taken a part of her grandmother and the part that was left was a wind.

Even here trees swayed. Teresina frowned.

There was no noise now but the faint scuttling of some distant

beetle in the leaves. Her fingers squeezed a leaf and it was enough to sit

and lean on the thought of twigs, to know she held a leaf warmly. And so

she stayed watching the shades and brightnesses of trunks, the darkness

and where the sun came through.

She sat, and Sister Cephas moved along the aisles between birds

and tropic feathers, quietly--she and her seventeen. She would go into

the orchard to the girl, this nina Teresina, and talk to her. She stopped a

moment looking at the peacock. Watching it, she moved her mouth plann-

ing what to say.

The light changed. Teresina stood up taking a foot in one hand.

She hopped into the damp brown of breaking leaves..

"One leaf!" she cried. Her sandal hammered two leaves, three.

It was a game, and with one quick kick she fell on her knees and hands,

searching the earth in the spot she had swept. There was something and

she pretended the leaves were hers. The wind blew. The leaves broke.

There was nothing but the noise in a tossing of air. Leaf bits moved.

She would make her snake its own house in the orchard; she knew
it would come again to use it. It must. Its eyes were constant, the calm,

cool black of them. It would come winding through leaves. Come. Into

my house, she believed and bent her fingers around a stone. Quickly then

she grabbed another and leaned them against the tree, making a cool

shadow in a snake's slanted lean-to.

The toothless goat had lived in a lean-to at her grandmother's

house. It was warm inside, she remembered. She had slept in the straw

with the goat her last night there.

But the snake? It would come again. She knelt, sweeping away
twigs from the lean-to doorway.

Children's voices shouted now, silencing the air's own sound, as

they came back from across the road. Sister Cephas scuffed down the

path, nodding her head as she imaginatively talked to the nina. She would

bend down to her softly touching her shoulder. That was it. And the girl

would smile now, Sister Cephas thought. But when she came up behind

the quilted tree she stopped short.

"No draught comes in now. There, snake. That's good," Teresina

patted the leaves intently into the crack between the stones. She had her

back to Sister.

"Still, I don't mind if a bit of wind breathes in, do you?" she asked

herself.

"No," she answered calmly.

Sister's hand started up.

"Dios mio," she whispered. Teresina turned. They looked at each

other a moment before Sister Cephas stooped over in the grass rustling her

skirt.

"No talk like that, terrible," her voice came down. The girl squint-

ed around at her.
"It's wrong. Talk at friends instead. Here, talk at me now," she

coaxed and seemed to half smile.

"But no self-talk, hear?"
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"No?" and Teresina's hand slid to her crossed legs to hold the

leaves between her thighs. She deliberately bent them to hear their

crack. It was louder than all thoughts and she frowned with them.

Teresina rolled to her feet. Sister looked at the tree. The girl was
beyond her reach now as she stood on the opposite side of the trunk. The
grooved green bark blended into the scattered leaves its branches shed.

There did not seem to be anything to say. Sister held her hand out.

"You come play with the other girls. Come along, Teresina," she

straightened up and went on reaching. Teresina's feet stepped forward.

They walked one behind the other up the hill-path, Teresina rubbing

the tip of her tongue on the back of her teeth, to the running children.

Grey, brown colours of worn dresses faded into the beige of skins. The
girl was sky green the nun blue. The children splashed through the green

of the garden singing.

"0 amo ato, matarile rile, ron," they laughed.

Teresina skipped with them, but she was silent. She wouldn't sing.

She watched Nita, how the girl talked through her teeth without moving her

lips. The song was clear when she sang. Nita knew Teresina looked at

her and suddenly stuck out her tongue. Teresina's gaze fell on her own
feet. They walked one in front of the other, a skip, a quick step, up and

down, over the grass, even into the orchard, she thought. Her fingers

warmly curved around the hands she held. They were all making one

line.

"Matarile rile ron, what do you wish?" someone shouted.

A girl sang back, "Cactus candy," and dashed at them trying to break

through their clasps, laughing.

"0 green apples," someone else whispered. The line wheeled,

rolling tangible the real, the sound, brown soil, the month of May.

As she walked with the others, her feet seemed to go farther, skipp-

ing over the grass, until the soles of her thought walked back to the

orchard. What lay there? The snake. And her mind suddenly rushed from

the garden. She did not hear the chants anymore. She felt as though the

trees were around her and she rested in her dark room. The pines stung

her toes, and her outstretched arms were free to feel each furrowed tree

trunk. She forgot she held anyone's hand. She followed where the line

went, unaware. To herself she was briefly embracing each tree, yes,

each was there, was real, and yellow sap drink from them touched her.

Her fingers stuck together in a curved fist with the sap; her daubed arms

stuck straight to her sides. She had no arms then, no hands. She was
straight, round, one body smooth. She would understand the snake. She

tried to writhe. She was a glorious brown stripe in the orchard. She

seemed to have no feet, and she was lying at the bottom of a double

forest. The grass was a wet forest of tall stems; the blades rose above

her and the trees rose above the grass. Two forests from the ground were

one, their greens intermingled, blade on needle, trunk on soil, brown on

green, the sky was blue. Her thoughts slithered on farther in blue shadow

looking for the snake, her snake.

"Wet. The water's cool," she quieted to herself. But no one heard.

They were shouting, "Rile, rile, ron," too loudly.

The girls on either side of her squeezed her hands to make the line

tighter. Foot after foot she skipped, grass beneath her sandals, and

other children around her. Some had red dresses or grey coats that flung

above their knees with every step they took.

Teresina stared at face on face and pressed the hand she held. It
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was a hot, humid one and a wart on the girl's thumb rubbed against her

finger. She brushed the other faces in the line with her black eyes. She

swept their cheeks and tried to stir a glance from them. But none would

look at her. They sang. She stared at them, one by one, passed white

teeth, black eyes, thin hands, a tongue, long hair. Figures half snake,

half human being began to sway. Their flat heads turned a rhythm as they

looked around and their eyes were alert. Their throats made the noise in

the air that drew them out of themselves and made one line as they sang.

They made a pulse exist and they felt it in their noses. Still Teresina did

not sing.

A girl was running towards their line, laughing, and threw herself

heavily on their arms. A shriek of delight came up--she had broken

through, and all the children ran around her now. Teresina went up with

them, caught in their shouts, to see the victor. The girl stood grinning

and swinging her arms. Nita, too, came up. They ignored Teresina, and

walked away arm in arm, never looking back.

After the noise, it suddenly seemed silent in that spot, although

everyone was just a few steps off. Yet, Teresina stood still a moment
and watched them laughing in a new game. She pushed her hair out of her

eyes and turned her feet toward the orchard. She strayed down the hill-

path gazing at the tree tops and the green against the sky. Because she

looked up, the blue outweighed the green and the woods became sky,

going on forever in its colour. An always sky, always there, everywhere.

Blue. And she sighed to come into the trees.

She walked over to the snake's stone house. She kneeled and her

knees made pits in the mud; they browned with the ooze of it as she lean-

ed over to see if the snake were there. But it wasn't. Rolling into the

grass to sit, she snatched some pear leaves to hear them crack and to

wait. Occasionally she heard the others in the garden, but she quickly

forgot them. Her fingers skimmed the rotten leaves. The trees were
motionless. The wind had abandoned the day, and she thought of beetles

scuttling.

There was a slow, steady movement by the pine needles at last;

vaguely Teresina saw it but she stayed still. Her eyes strained in their

corners, and she turned her head. The pines were moving. There was no

sound, but brittle leaves folded in their brown and grass blades waved
slightly as the snake rolled through. Out of the green, it came. She
watched it sliding smooth and straight as that tongue flickered feeling.

She let go of the pear leaves and raised her open hand, a little above her

knee. The snake smelled of fallen pear.

Still, it swam on past her, and as she stared, her shoulder moved to

the rhythm it slithered. She licked her lips.

"Arao ato, rile ron," she sang to herself.

"You've got it wrong," she corrected.

"Amo ato, matarile rile, ron," she sang. "What do you wish?"
"I wish a blue and green wind."

She folded her fingers together. One hand held the other loosely in

this dark room. She was warm and smiled slowly in her pleasure. The
snake rolled away through the shadows, but she did not mind its going.

It would always come back. She knew it would through the leaves. And
the only stirring left was a hush in the trees.

"Matarile rile, ron," she laughed, and she brushed her hair from her

eyes.
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Old Man
The salt cracks crisp on heaving, steaming cords,

And stings the dimming beacon's rusty eye.

The sea thrusts lattice foam on black mute boards,

While gnarled chains hang loose that wet winds tie.

Damp air whirs wild through quiet carousels;

The red nest of the sea gull hangs frost white

Against black splintered wood that soaks fish smells

And throbs with rolling requiem at night.

Corroded bricks suck sea in mortar one

With swirling sands below that seep pulp blood

Of planks that choke to icy waters* run.

Now hissing sea carves eulogies in mud.

The pier with wooden grasp of slipping sands

Sinks senseless deeper into silver hands.

ANITA GRIMES

\
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Wind Song
How often I've thought of the why of the wind.

What can it do besides billow a ship's sail

And chase across the sky cloud after cloud

Or in fall awaken a pile of dead leaves?

Perhaps an answer may be found in the flying of a kite

Clutched by a grandmother or a very small boy.

It doesn't really matter if it's a girl or a boy

As long as there's someone to hold the kite.

But more than a hand's needed -- a strong gust of wind

Sweeping up the kite to bid "Good day" to a cloud

And once it's up there to really let it sail

Until it tumbles down into a drift of brown leaves.

It's a sad thing, the death of so many leaves

But sadder still to watch them dance in the wind

Only to fall on the ground and be kicked by a small boy

Or dropped in a lake to see how they sail

For they're really too frail for a trip to a cloud

And for that very reason aren't as good as a kite.

That's a pretty nice thing, you know -- a kite

It's exciting to tug it from cloud to cloud.

If it's white it looks like a tiny boat sail

Piloted by the hand of a very small boy.

Then you think "How unimpressive are leaves"

Even when they do pirouette in the wind.

There's something peaceful though about a soft white cloud

Not only to dreamers but also a young boy

Lying on his back in a bed of leaves

Watching the sky and holding a kite

Listening to the song of the wind

And letting his imagination take sail.

Away it will float like the sail

Of a trim ship when it leaves

The port, and like a new kite

When it answers the first call of the wind.

Then how happy is the face of a small boy

That nothing but a calm and windless day could cloud.

Even forgetting the leaves and the clouds

It's enough that the wind can fly a kite

And make a smile sail across the face of a very young boy.

PAMELA HARVEY
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Interview/: 1000 B.C

MARGARET WRIGHT

In the outer offices of the Philadelphia Sunset Times the feverish

excitement of messenger boys and up-and-coming reporters showed indi-

cations of probable headline material. As I entered the inner office and

said good morning to fellow reporters, I noticed an envious gleam in their

eyes. The last time I saw that gleam was the day I scooped the Mirror on

the senatorial investigation of farm legislation.

As I approached my desk, a messenger stepped between the desk

and myself and said Mister Teller, the boss, wanted to see me. I wonder-

ed what kind of an assignment he had for me now. I could see him stand-

ing behind his desk in his usual "let's get down to business" stance.

He was puffing on one of those long black cigars he liked so well. J.H.

was a true Dickens character, with his large face which lit up when he

was excited and his six foot frame was more than amply filled.

I entered the office and he motioned me to a nearby chair. As I sat

down, he began mumbling something about a wonderful machine he had

discovered in the hands of an obscure inventor. When I asked him what it

had to do with me, he told me that the machine was a time device and I

was to be one of its first occupants. The other man was to be a Hebrew
interpreter who would accompany me to Jerusalem during the reign of

King David. J.H. thought that with the revival of interest in Biblical

literature I could get the inside story on Israel's second king.

The idea struck me as a wonderful chance to get a first story in this

line of travel, plus the appeal of an interview with David. Mister Teller

then gave me the name of the interpreter who would act as translator for

me. His name was Tom Jonas and his usual occupation was translating

from English to Hebrew, messages to be sent on all occasion cards by

Jewish people in America to their relatives in Israel.

I drove to Mr. Jonas' home where we ate lunch and then proceeded to

the inventor's home. A housekeeper invited us into a den while we waited

for Professor Enderson, the inventor. A few minutes later, he entered the

room, introduced himself and led us to his attic workshop. I had never

seen such a collection of bottles, wires, and miscellaneous measuring

devices. Mr. Jonas and I donned ancient Hebrew garments which we were

to wear while on our journey. Professor Enderson then directed us to

two small chairs surrounded by a foam cushion cubicle. I sat down care-

fully, and Dr. Enderson strapped me into the plastic and metal structure.

There was no countdown; he told us what reactions we might have

to the machine and he placed the dial: time, during the reign of David;
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place, Jerusalem. We were to spend only eight hours in the city of Jeru-

salem. I settled back in the chair, closed my eyes, and when I opened

them again I found myself standing next to a well near the center of the

city of Jerusalem. Mr. Jonas stood further off near the city trading center.

We arrived in the later morning hours, and it was the time of day

when the merchants were setting up their wares. Approaching one of the

merchants, Mr. Jonas asked him the way to King David's. He got the

directions and led the way to David's home. We walked a short distance

along the narrow streets of Jerusalem where great men like Solomon and

Christ were later to walk. The pavement was rough and the peoples'

homes formed close rows on either side of the street, giving one the im-

pression of walking through a topless tunnel.

As we walked, I noticed a home set off from the smaller surrounding

ones. I saw no castle or palace where David might be housed, only a

home slightly more ornate and larger than the others. Mr. Jonas asked

some men standing before the door of the house if it was the residence

of King David. We received a few curious glances from the elderly gentle-

men and they informed us that David was no longer king and that Absalom
now reigned.

As we walked through the courtyard, a servant inquired as to whom
we sought. We told him we wished to speak to Absalom, upon which he

directed us to private quarters where we rested and awaited permission to

see the king. In about thirty minutes a servant came and told us to follow

him to the king's chambers. The king greeted us somewhat abruptly, ask-

ed from what country we had come and what our mission was. Then,

speaking through the interpreter, I said to the King: "We come from a far

off country and wish to inquire how you came to power in Jerusalem. It

would be of great interest to people of other countries as to your position

as ruler in Israel."

The king then seemed interested and unravelled his story from his

birth to his present position in Israel. "I was born in Hebron. David is

my father and Maacah, my mother. I am David's third eldest son and

Amnon was his eldest."

Quickly I cut in, "Where is your eldest brother now?"
"I killed him seven years ago when he dishonored my sister Tham-

ar," King Absalom said.

"How did you manage to kill the King's eldest son with so many of

his people nearby?" I asked him.

"We have a custom of celebrating the shearing of the sheep, and I

invited all my brothers to attend. Amnon was among them."

"So you killed him then?"

"Yes, I instructed my servants to kill him after he had become
drunk with wine."

"Wasn't this rather underhanded considering his condition?"

It was at this point in our conversation that Mr. Jonas was having

difficulty keeping up with the speed of our talk. Absalom called to a

servant and sent for refreshments for us. While we waited for the refresh-

ments, the king continued his story.

"You see," he said, "Amnon treated my sister with less fairness

than this. I would have given Thamar to him, but he was accustomed to

receiving what he wanted immediately. I asked father to punish his crime,

and when he refused I had no choice but to punish Amnon myself for the
honor of my family. After Amnon's death, David forced me to flee from
Jerusalem and I went to the house of my grand father where I remained
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for three years. After these three years, Joab, my father's general came
to see me and said he had arranged for my safe return to the city. I re-

turned to Jerusalem, but father refused to see me. I tried to contact Joab
to arrange for a meeting with my father but Joab made no answer to my
messages. It was then that I decided to get his attention by having my
servants set his cornfields aflame."

"Did this bring Joab to you?" I asked anxiously.

"Yes, he was disturbed about his corn. I paid him for the burned

corn and asked him to arrange a meeting between my father and myself.

He agreed, and shortly thereafter I accompanied Joab here. The meeting

brought a reunion between my father and me. Father had grown older, and

as next in line to the kingship I hoped soon to take his place in the ruling

of Israel."

Absalom stopped speaking, and a woman then entered with a tray

of cool drinks. She left the room and Absalom continued his story.

"As time passed and my father showed no sign of relinquishing his

power, I thought it necessary to take the throne by force."

"Was it then that you sat near the city gates and greeted those who
came to Jerusalem?"

He looked surprised and said, "Have you heard my story before?"

"Yes, your fame has spread far, even to lands unknown to you, but

do continue your story."

"Yes, I gained the support of my people by the kind treatment Igave

them when they came into the city. After four years I left Jerusalem that

I might offer a sacrifice I promised to Yahweh for my safe return to Jeru-

salem. Two hundred men accompanied me on my journey from Jerusalem,

but many more came back to the city with me to wrest it from David's

power. I chased him from the city, but my plan to kill him failed when he

escaped from my forces. I have since tried many times to ensnare him,

but he eludes me each time.

"However, I am gaining ground in his forces, for Chusai, my father's

counsellor, has returned to Jerusalem to aid me in my work. Is this not a

sign from Yahweh that he blesses my work?"

I had not the heart to tell Absalom the tragic end of his great ambi-

tion to lead all Israel in place of his father. For, sitting there while he

unravelled the centuries old tale, I saw clearly why the author of 11

Kings described Absalom as a comely man of great beauty without blem-

ish. His hair, uncut from birth, lay softly against the kingly robes he

would not wear much longer. His beautiful hair, a joy to him now, would

one day help to bring about his death in his final battle against the forces

of his aging father.

Our time to leave was fast approaching, and in an attempt to leave

quietly, we excused ourselves to our rooms where we let ourselves down
through the windows by means of a rope we had fashioned from a series

of violet waistbands we found in the room. Mr. Jonas and I raced through

the city saying our silent farewells to ancient Jerusalem. When we reach-

ed the well, the merchants had already left, and we stood watching Jeru-

salem slowly fade from sight. We were then transported to the professor's

home again. Although our trip was short, I thoroughly enjoyed being in

the company of Absalom. I remembered the soft gleam in his eyes as he

spoke of his dream to rule his people. But this picture too, slowly faded

as Professor Enderson beleaguered Mr. Jonas and myself with questions

about the success of our trip and whether his machine had any reverse

effects upon us.
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I left Mr. Jonas to give the professor the entire details of our jour-

ney, while I slipped away to write my story for the paper's early morning

edition. It would be difficult to convince readers of our trip, but I was
at a loss to describe in print, the beauty of Jerusalem and its short-lived

king.

Still

the Ye I low:Wind
I was in Saturspring's sun hammering

A bench behind the eucalyptus trees,

When a woman looking like daffodils

Walked by. Wind fresh, she smiled and disappeared.

But the afternoon sun seemed to spill down

Buried flowers from winter days ago—

I had sat beside an open window

Humming to the winds—now the daffodil

Woman burst forgotten yestergraves. She

Became flower skeletons swathed in

Simple yellow-late florist flowers that

Swung into the cold coming winds with

Frozen orange faces, wrinkled until

The winds left and they could grow to yellow

Grass rooted summer again. In their seed

With the spring now, I went on hammering.

KATHRYN KENYONT
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20th Centurij
\nferr\o

The streets of Paris are caked with blood and I cannot sleep.

My nights are color-drained cinemas

in which black-and-white caricatures fuse with the dirt.

Unleashed in restless fury the Four Horsemen
lay waste to my city which sighs, then dies.

Lightning flashes black in the sky and still falls the rain.

My youth is gone along with colored cinemas.

I try to stand but cannot get above the dirt

which seems to hold me while the Four Horsemen
dismember my spirit; the sapphire's green dims, then dies.

Tears flood my city in the form of rain

And the night is too dark for me to sleep.

Nature's first yield is forced back in the dirt.

Nothing gold stays when every dawn unleashes the Horsemen.

The spent sun vomits its rays and dies,

and hope is an old woman's shadow against the curtain of rain.

God. Where are You? I cannot sleep.

The future will know only that mockery captured in cinemas.

I can remember when the Four Horsemen
were only an abstract symbol which lives in a child's mind, then dies.

And when spring's green-and-gold was ushered in by the rain,

the same rain which induced the peaceful flow of sleep.

When I was sure there was truth in the cinemas

And when the world was my sandbox of castles and dirt.

Only yesterday I believed life was symbolized by the rain.

I prayed to a God I believed in and could sleep.

Sundays, I went with my sisters to the cinemas

and later we recreated scenes in the dirt.

Victory did not yet belong to the Horsemen
for I trusted and said, "Nothing really dies."

No longer a child, I know everything dies.

All will be frozen in their freak poses by an unpitying rain

which scorns the lull of sleep.

Caught with its lens half-closed, the camera will freeze along with the cinemas

Another Atlantis lost, this time under layers of dirt

While kneedeep in its weeds will wave the greedy belly of the Horsemen.

Caught on the cinema's screen, caught in the belly of the Horsemen,

cut by the frozen chips of the rain, belching the world's dirt,

I will never sleep unless God dies.

VIRGINIA McCORMACK
i f
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Olav's
Snow Journeqs

JACQUELINE FARBER

The deterioration of a man's soul and his ultimate peace-making

with God is the theme of Sigrid Undset's tetralogy, The Master of Hest-

viken.^- Rich in symbolism and imagery, The Master of Hestviken relates

a universal, human story in a convincing Thirteenth Century Norway set-

ting.

During the course of the four books which make up this saga, one

follows the decline of the hero, Olav Audunsson, which is the result of

his unshriven murder of his wife's lover, Teit. Sigrid Undset, through the

vivid imagery of Olav's three snow journeys into death, shows how guilt

can dominate a man, rob him of pride and self-respect, and surround him

by death and destruction. The first journey occurs when Olav and Teit ski

through the forest together. Teit meets death at Olav's hands during this

journey. Olav's second winter trip is his return to Hestviken and Ingunn,

his wife, who is dying. The third and final snow journey finds Sira Hallb-

jorn with Olav, skiing through the countryside warning the Norwegians of

the approach of the war-making Swedes. This final snow trip is the jour-

ney of death for Olav's priest-companion. All three journeys show Olav's

declining position as a well-thought of leader, and as master of his own
soul.

Olav's first snow journey is with Teit, the seducer of Olav's be-

trothed wife, Ingunn, and father of her illegitimate son. Olav is bound for

Miklebo to see his friend, Arnvid, but a priest warns him not to go alone.

Olav's real intention--only half-conscious--is to find Teit and kill him for

dishonoring Ingunn. As Olav talks to the monk and prepares for his jour-

ney, a bird flies into the room and is trapped--just as Olav later kills Teit

in the lonely mountain cabin. Olav's axe, Kinfetch, rings out a second
warning.

...there was a sharp ring of steel somewhere...
"Twas your axe that sang," said the monk in a hushed
voice. "Olav, do not go!"
Olav laughed. "That was the second warning, think you?-
Maybe I shall bow to the third, Helge" (1, p. 292).

There is a legend that whenever Kinfetch rings, a man is about to meet

with a violent death. This is a prophecy of Teit's death at Olav's hands

in the forest.

Olav goes to Teit's cottage and finds him asleep. Teit is so poor

that he cannot offer Olav a welcome drink.

^Sigrid Undset, The Master of Hestviken. Published in four vol-

umes: The Axe (1), The Snake Pit (11), In the Wilderness (111), and The

Son Avenger (IV) (New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1964). Further quota-

tions from these volumes will be noted in the text of this paper.
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"And I cannot offer you a cup of welcome— for a
very good reason. But you gave me none yesterday
either, so—*'

"Did you expect it?*' Olav laughed grimly "I am
on my way to Miklebo now. ..you are welcome to join

me" (1, p. 294).

And so the stage is set for the death-drama. Teit and Olav decide to ski

as Teit has no horse. Teit is a poor skier, so Olav leads him through the

woods— and to his death.

But ever and anon Olav had to wait for Teit The
change of skis did not help Teit much; it was mar-
vellous how many tumbles the boy got.

"You are not much used to running on skis, Teit,"
asked Olav...

"Oh, I shall come through well enough-have no fear

of that" (1, pp. 295-296).

Teit's falls are symbolic not only of his impending death, but also of the

nature of his character. He is a likeable fellow, but arrogant and rather

stupid, and given to many falls into sin due to his amoral nature.

Olav notices that Teit skis with a sword. "And then this sword—
for a man who fell at every turn. He could not help saying it—sword and

skis do not go together" (1, p. 296). It is ironic that Teit should carry a

sword; later Olav justifies his murder by the fact that Teit was also arm-

ed.

Teit's slowness tries Olav's patience to the breaking point.

Olav felt his will sink impotently—before this feel-

ing that arose within him, which he must grapple with
and trample underfoot ere he could do aught to this

boy. He flung himself forward and ran on skis with all

his strength (1, p. 299).

At all times Olav retains mastery over the blundering Teit-and Teit soon

meets death in a lonely cabin at the hands of his enraged companion.

Olav takes his second snow journey from Oslo to Hestviken, his

manor, where his Ingunn lies on her death bed. Olav is no longer master

of himself because of his guilt for his secret murder of Teit. This is

brought out symbolically by the fact that he cannot find his way home.

...he was to find his way through country that was
quite unknown to him ere he reached home. And there
death awaited him, and the choice that, as he now saw,
he had made more and more difficult for himself every
day and every year he had put it off. But now he must
choose-. ..he could not go on drowsily hoping that one
day God would choose for him—force him. (11, pp. 229-230).

He visits an unfinished church and there his thoughts become more trou-

bled. His guilt and Ingunn*s death torment him—he longs to be at peace

with God and his fellow men. A young man, Lavrans, offers to guide him

home, and Olav now has a companion on his second snow journey toward

death.

Lavrans takes Olav to his manor to change clothes and horses.

Unlike Teit, he offers Olav a drink of welcome.

With a little crooked smile Olav accepted the draught
of welcome, took a taste of it, and passed the bowl
to the master of the house, who now did justice to his

guest... (11, p. 229).

The drink revives Olav and gives him a sense of peace. Lavrans is about

to lead Olav on an encounter with death, as Olav had led Teit, but this

death is not destined to be his own. Lavrans eased Olav's fears of being

murdered by offering the cup of welcome and drinking with him as a friend.
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Lavrans leads Olav through the woods until Olav is sure he knows

the way to Hestviken. After Lavrans leaves him, Olav takes a lonely

journey through the snow and the darkness of his soul.

And again it was as though he was rapt away to another
world—Alone he journeyed through a realm of death,

over which the cold and the moonlight drew a vast,

echoing vault, but from the depths the Voice resounded
within him, incessantly. (11, pp. 232-233).

Olav is in such a state of physical exhaustion and is so bothered by the

weight of his guilt and the impending death of Ingunn that he loses his

way home. He finally reaches Hestviken in time to say farewell to his

dying wife.

Olav takes a third journey toward death through the snow with Sira

Hallbjorn, a village priest, to warn the people of the impending war with

the Swedes. During the first part of the journey, Olav leads the men on

horseback as he skis through the forest.

Olav glided quietly and lightly on skis by the side of

the horsemen; now and again he had to stop and wait
for them. He was standing at the edge of a little

clearing when Sira Hallbjorn appeared out of the dark-

ness.
"I have been thinking: we are two men here who can

run on skis—what if we struck southward tonight and
scouted?" (Ill, p. 176).

Sira Hallbjorn soon takes the position of leader of the small band of men.

Sira Hallbjorn is a much better skier than Olav, who has not been on

skis for years. Olav's prestige as a leader among men has also dropped

during this time. "Sira Hallbjorn went forward with long, supple strokes;

the points of his skis sank deep into the heavy snow at each sweep...

Olav could not stop for an instant if he was to keep up with his compan-

ion. (Ill, p. 178) Olav's following of Sira Hallbjorn, the man of God, on

skis is symbolic of the decision he will later make to follow his Lord and

confess his murder of Teit. Unlike Olav in his journey with Teit, Sira

Hallbjorn is concerned about how Olav is faring on the journey.

"Are you afraid, master?" asked the priest. "Not
even the troll will turn on his tike tonight."....

They went side by side over a flat surface darkened by
patches of water... Sira Hallbjorn stopped for a moment,
leaning on his staff and getting his breath.

"You are getting tired now, Olav?" (Ill, pp. 178-179)

The group of men finally reach their destination and prepare to

battle the Swedes. The shadow of death is over them and Sira Hallbjorn

says to Olav,

"Do you remember last summer at the wedding—when
your axe sang? Now we shall soon see whether the
warning was for you or for me."

"I have never heard such weapons rang save for their

owners. But as things are shaping here, it looks most
likely that it may mean both of us," said Olav (111, p. 199).

Again Kinfetch rings out the warning of a violent death. This time it is

Sira Hallbjorn who faces death in battle after his snow journey with Olav.

Olav's three winter snow journeys through the wilderness are jour-

neys of death. In all three he has a companion who is in some way asso-

ciated with death. Two meet death as a result of their journey: Teit,

whom Olav murders, and Sira Hallbjorn, who is killed in the battle. In

both cases the axe Kinfetch rings a prophecy of their violent deaths.

Lavrans becomes indirectly associated with death as he guides Olav
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back to Hestviken and Ingunns death bed.

The deterioration of Olav's soul and position as a leader among men
is also evident in the three snow journeys. Olav leads Teit to his vio-

lent death in the forest. Lavrans guides Olav to Hestviken, because

Olav, due to the guilt and confusion of his soul, is unable to find his

own way. Sira Hallbjorn assumes Olav's position as leader of men in

battle, and Olav must follow him through the forest as a result, and also

because he has lost his skiing skill.

It is fitting that Olav's three journeys into death should be through

the snow. Snow is a dead, white mantle which covers the living earth.

With the approach of spring, the snow melts and the earth is born again.

Olav, the murderer, is like the snow-covered earth, soon to be reborn

through death to a reunion with God.

Last Time
My heart parched into the coolest night

After your love left me no time to weep;

Goodbye, begone for the final flight.

Alive like tumbleweed I have not the sight

To admit victory or the will to fall stale asleep;

My heart parched into the coolest night.

Laugh, why not laugh until it is right

To say love was little anyway, love was undeep;

Goodbye, begone for the final flight.

Smile, my lips curl under the light

Into the late moon . . . enough to keep

My heart parched into the coolest night.

Never again can you and I tangle a kite

In the cypress or evade the wind by the sea-steep;

Goodbye, begone for the final flight.

I yield to One who calls you past the trite

Call of my love to a greater harvest. Peace, go reap.

My heart parched into the coolest night.

Goodbye, begone for the final flight.

MARYANN RUSSO
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Love Song III

— a villanelle

MICHELLE LUNDBORG

What is it to enter

the womb of the orange

the dregs of the wine

the sedge of the pool?

You, my love, and I must chew

the slug in the lily

the phlegm in the throat

the rot in the tree.

Ah, my love,

the going in is the coming out

the prick of the fly

the suck of the leech

the fry of the eel.

AND FINALLY, love,

the chrysanthemum petals from inward out,

the center the navel of the spiral.

It is you and I, love,

the chrysanthmum aflower.
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The Qirl Who
Was Never Serious

LINDA CAGGIANO

I was sixteen that summer, so was Katie. We both worked candy at

the Pilgrim theatre-- Monday nights and weekend matinees. I always knew

I'd be working with Katie. It was a theatre filled with traditions like a

schedule !shat never changed and broken seats that never got fixed.

Mr. Kenkle, the manager, always used to tell the customers we were

just weeks away from remodeling. Then he'd go into vivid detail about

the circular candy bar we were going to have.

"Good Lord," Katie'd laugh when he was out of range, "it's bad

enough now. Couldn't you see us being charged from all sides by the

hungry mobs?" But she never really worried. The Pilgrim stayed the

same.

Sometimes I'd catch her grinning and shaking her Prince Valiant

hairdo at the grease spots on the rug. I think she liked the messiness of

the place, maybe because she wasn't too neat herself. I saw her room at

home once. She invited me overnight. There was colored tissue paper

on the windows, an incense burner on the floor and a desk with everything

from water-colors to a pair of black heels on it.

Katie was a nut who loved crazy things. When there was nothing to

do she'd walk around like a cat burglar listening to her shoes stick and

pull on the coke splattered floor.

"But kid," she'd say when I knocked her little game, "it's like

pulling scotch tape off a roll. It's a kick. It has so much more feeling

than ordinary walking." It seemed as if Katie never thought seriously

about anything, but she did.

That Sunday was hot and slow. We were showing "The Green Hand"
and a three year old John Wayne movie. Katie sat on a wooden box while

I leaned on the counter watching an old man buy a ticket and lumber up to

the door. He paused, looking for the doorman.

"May I have your ticket, sir." My voice raised across the lobby.

"Sure, sure," he said. The words were spoken with a thick accent,

German maybe. I couldn't tell for sure. He headed for the counter, his

shoulders stooped, a hat held in his hand. He came close and I reached

for the ticket.

"No, perhaps I had better keep it." He folded the ticket back into

the palm of his hand.

"Sir," I began, "I have to have it. The owners keep track of them."

He inclined his head toward me. His breath smelled of liquor. I felt sick.

"Well I have to have it also, so my wife will know where I have

been," he insisted.
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"Listen," I said, "I'll tear it in half. It has the date and the name

of the show on both sides. You get to keep one half. You can show that

to your wife."

"No, you do not understand. She is very jealous. It is no good."

"Sir," I pleaded.

"Let him keep it," Katie's voice entered softly. She was pouring a

coke for a lanky kid with a mouthful of gum. "One missing won't matter."

I shrugged my shoulders.

"Thank you," the old man said, making her a slight bow. "You at

least are kind. I have a daughter like you. What is your age?"

"Sixteen," Katie replied, putting the 150 for the coke in the drawer.

She slouched back down on the box.

"Oh then she is older than you. She is at the university in Switzer-

land. I have not seen her since my wife passed on. She died in a plane

crash."

I was puzzled. "Then why did you say..." This time Katie cut in

"That's too bad. You must miss her."

"Yes, yes," he nodded his head slowly.

Katie straightened up. "Were you born in Switzerland, sir?" she

asked.

"Yes, but it has been so long since I have been back. People were

very kind there." His eyes looked past balloon colored popcorn boxes,

past the "Drink Coke" sign. He stood motionless for what seemed a

long time. My hip felt numb from leaning against the counter. Katie sat

watching us.

Three girls sauntered through the lobby into the day outside, hold-

ing their eyelids rigid against the sun. The old man's mouth twitched,

his eyes jerked back to the counter.

"What is good?" he asked, circling his finger above the candy.

"All of it," I replied. "It depends on what you like."

"What do you like?" he asked, tilting his head toward me.

"Well the Hershey's are good." My feet were tired from just stand-

ing there. Katie sat still, her lips pursed, the thick lashes down now.

"Good, let me have two of the biggest, the ones with nuts." I

stretched under the glass and came out with the candy.

"That'll be 600," I said. He gave me the change then pushed the

chocolate to my side of the counter.

"Here, these are for you girls." I stared at the candy and felt my
face warm uncomfortably.

"I'm sorry sir but it's not allowed."

"Oh it will not hurt anything. Go ahead. Take it. I will not tell on

you," he replied with a chuckle. This time I made my voice hard.

"No sir, I'm sorry but we can't."

"Oh sure you can. I want to give them to you." I could feel my
eyes glare as I started to speak but I never got the words out.

"Yes we'd love them," Katie blurted. She was sitting like a limp

rag. "Candy's a nice gift for a gentleman to give, thank you." Her
voice was very soft and small. I remembered all the times I'd heard her

yell to me from across the street. Her eyes smiled. The old man just

nodded.

"You are welcome." He turned and went out leaving his ticket on

the counter. I watched him totter around the corner of the building, then I

turned to Katie.

"You know we're not supposed to do things like that and the old
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fool was drunk on top of it all. Katie stared up at me. Her eyes were

different. They didn't belong to a kid who had a sloppy bedroom and ate

kernals out of the popcorn machine.

"I know but he was lonely."

"Well what's that got to do with it?" I asked. She didn't answer.

I stood there looking above her head at the big bubble that held the orange

drink and somehow she didn't have to answer because I knew.

Sonnet
to Paolo
and Francesco

fair Francesca, virile Paolo

What act condemns you to this Hell of winds,

And gusts, and tempests, which eternally blow,

Your souls, in vain, to whirl away your sins?

"Lancelot's story caused our hearts to blush,

When thus with green desires we read the rape

Of Guinevere, innocense turned to lust,

An adulterous love with no escape.

For years our sin went on in secret fear

Of Giovanni, till that tragic night,

He found, he killed, and killing drove us here,

To this despairing place of endless fright.

A Hell, where we must suffer on forever,

Yet suffer so much more if not together."

PATTY CREAN
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Sonnet after
Dante
When I November oldish orange sfe

And see it covered with the grey of night;

When slipping leaves, once maps, befuddle me

And you, my loves, to mud-falls without light;

When I ajdry dead emptiness perceive

Within green blue shadows of our once one eye,

And glazed His nails that led us to believe,

To "Yes,*' before our flights alone to die;

When we in some dark hour such severance spin

And, slowly spiralling, defined end we; make

(The Coming being seasonal must win)|

To His dawn and dew we must awake.

This thought is honeyed hope that we will live

To, with the Day Star, grow and greenly give.

I

THEA LISTON
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Margaret Ruth
Mart/ Agnes

(TO MY MOTHER)

The nuns, fond of remembering, used to tell me
What a typical, sweet, Southern belle

My mother had been. She fluttered

(they said) to inept piano lessons through cluttered

Boxes of Rudee Valee pictures, lace fans,

Little Women and dance programs.

Sweet Margaret Ruth, such a dear,

They hoped I'd be like her.

These well intentioned women obviously

Never met my mother. Independently,

She paints houses, unplugs drains,

Bakes bread, delivers kittens, and cures pains,

But absolutly never flutters. When she sews
Purple statue covers, she tries them on. She goes

Shopping in junk stores, preferably dirty.

(When they clean things they take the best junk away).

She brought us up to be independent

And held our hands to cross the street. She sent

Us to the store for milk but included a penny

For the gum machine. We bring any

Of our friends home (even snakes) and all are

Welcome, she wants more. Lizards crawl

Across the kitchen table cluttered

With homemade noodles, but she's never fluttered.

MARY ROLFER
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Shout

Shout for joy at a call on a mountain!

Moses stands before the God of his fathers,

And God has given a mission to this man.

To the Lord of Compassion, sing praise,

For God has seen his people suffer; by His hand

He shall lead them through the desert to hope.

Hiding before his God, Israel's hope

Stands, small as men do before mountain

Heights. Moses, touched by God's hand,

At the junction of earth and sky was chosen father.

To the Lord of Wisdom, sing praise,

For the patriarch of exiled tribes is a mountain man.

Through desert wanderings, tribes followed this man
Chosen to lead them to milk and honeyed hope.

To the Lord of Justice, sing praise,

For He has given His Law on a mountain,

A Law given from Love, as to children from a father,

While they fashion a golden calf with their hands.

On a child Moses could lay a gentle hand,

And he had insight into the heart of a man.

From the Divine Father, he learned to be a father.

Well did God choose to place His hope

In courage unshakable as a desert mountain.

To the Lord of Courage, sing praise.

To the Lord of Fulfillment, sing praise,

For Moses, led upward by God's hand

Sees the promised vision from the crest of the mountain.

Journey completed, and now a complete man,

He says farewell to the children of hope.

Mountain winds wail a dirge for a father.

Shout with joy at the call of a Father!

To the Lord of Joy, sing praise,

For in our exile He gives us hope;

And we are delivered from bondage by His hand.

In our wandering He will always send us a man.

He will call a man from a mountain.

All fatherhood comes from His hand.

Praise - on a rough-hewn cross there is a Man.

Run to the mountain, shout hope!

CYNTHIA JACKSON
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